CASE STUDY
Improve Compliance and Meet Audit Findings Through

Effective Identity Governance and Administration

Improve compliance and meet audit findings through cost effective Identity

Identity Governance & Administration

Digital transformation and mobility introduce new security
challenges
As organisations continue to pursue the benefits of digital transformation and mobility, IT environments are
becoming even more complicated. They now have to manage a large number of users across a very diverse
set of applications and systems with the multiple use cases to go along.

This was the case for our client, a leading African Investment bank, they faced continued challenges in managing the proliferation of digital identities and access rights along with the associated risks such as data
breaches and audit compliance failures.

Together we were able to tailor a cost-effective Identity Governance and Administration solution for our
client, where we were able to streamline and update their access controls in a way that takes digital transformation on with confidence.
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Customer Overview

Challenges
Some of the challenges included:

Our customer who faced such a challenge
is a leading African Investment bank with
thousands of employees across Africa,

1

Inability to perform user access reviews. They
needed to understand who has access to what

Europe and Asia. The institution has a

systems and whether or not they should still main-

global client base and is recognised as a

tain that access.

leader in providing financial services

The institution was struggling to manage
the multiple identities and multiple access rights of its employees.
As a result, the institution could not pro-
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tect its critical systems and applications

Inability to produce consolidated reports of the
existing user identities and their associated user
access rights for the purpose of audit reporting

from unauthorised access, misuse or
breach.
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Ineffective manual implementation of segregation
of duties rules through the use of spreadsheets.
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Solution Approach
Our team of identity analysts and engineers were able to help the institution
overcome these challenges by:
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Establishing foundation-

Implementing a centralised Identity Governance & Adminis- Performing change manage-

al identity governance and

tration solution which allowed:

ment activities to prepare and

administration processes for

train the organisation around
Continuous monitoring.End-to-end view of the ac-

the new user access process-

(employees, contractors and

cess rights of more than 5000 employees and contrac-

es.

business partners) and appli-

tors.

the in-scope user population

cations.

•

•

Administration. Govern and clean-up the user entitlements or incorrect user access rights. Perform entitlement enrichment through business-friendly entitlement
names

•

Governance. Perform access certifications across all
users & applications. Implemented segregation of duties rules and centralised their audit policies which are
in line with audit requirements.

•

Provisioning. Perform fulfilment of user access removals as directed by access certifications.

The Results
Through this engagement the institution has been able to mitigate risk through the
ability to answer some critical questions about user access rights:
This solution not only introWho has access to what?

duced risk mitigation but transparency for audit and compli-

Do they need or should they still have that level of access?

ance requirements and has
eliminated long-standing audit

Does the access breach any segregation of duties rules?
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findings.

The removal of manual processes helped improve efficiency in managing user access rights, while it used to take weeks or months
to deactivate leaver access, it now takes minutes. In addition this has freed up critical resources from doing mundane, repetitive
and manual work and allowed IT teams to focus time and resources on other security risks.

Before Cyber Sentinel

High complexity
high risk:
The business experienced
highly complex solutions
that resulted in high security risks.

After Cyber Sentinel

Simplified and
transparent:
With the solution we developed for them we were able
to simplify their processes
through better structure and
provide greater transparency
into their security systems:

Key Takeaways
The finance sector has some very unique challenges, posed by digital transformation and mobility but through
a trusted partnership, strategic direction and innovative security solutions we’ve been able to minimise cyber
risks and optimise access control for greater protection.
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